The 1971 196th Brigade unit album is very large. Therefore it is broken down by units. This section is for 4/31st Inf Bn 196th LIB.

The members of the Americal Veteran’s Association very much appreciate that 1st Sgt William G. Walker shared his 1971 196th Infantry Brigade Unit Album. The scanned images of the album would not have been possible without his contribution.

Leslie Hines December 2010.

(Note: There may be one or more sheets missing from this section. Each sheet contains for pages.)
4TH BATTALION
31ST INFANTRY

PRO PATRIA
LTC HOWARD S. MITCHELL - Bn. Commander

MAJ JOHN F. O'BRIEN - Bn. Executive Officer
CSM GUILLERMO PALACIOS - En. Sergeant Major
SPC Floyd D. Summer

SSG Havis S. Cherry

SP4 Michael A. Hart

SFC Floyd D. Summer
CPT Sparkman - S-2

SFC José A. Morales - Intel. NCO

SSG Nueller

SSG King & SP4

SP4 Collings & SP4 McKew

Jose', Sparky, Dud
SSG Albert Washington

Drivers Maintenance

Mechanic's hardly working

SP5 Walter Curtis

Maintenance Section
Mechanic, Driver Maintenance

Our two chiefs

Tool Room Mishaps
SP4 Hanson receiving an award.


Congratulations SP4 Irwin

Awards

Wear it proudly.

Another award for CPT Borresen

Fall in

Last good by!

Only on stand down!

You're supposed to drink it!

What a beer fight!
Nice going "Doc" Gertz

Awards

SP4 Holda receives an Army Commendation Medal.

SP4 Robert A. Getz - Driver

Alpha Battalion together

Congratulations SP4 Ross
CPT RICHARD L. HURCHANIK - Commanding Officer

1SG LOUIS TERHAAR - First Sgt.

CPT Hurchanik and his Platoon leaders and XO.

Thomas Heffelfinger "Uncle Tom" Supply Rep.

Clarence Thomison - Awards Clerk

The 2nd Platoon "Wiley's Wild Men"

Tom Teske - Worthy Asst. Co. Clerk
Bravo Company "Fadest Bastard's in the Valley"

SSG "Slim" Comito and the 1st Platoon

SGT Robert Robinson

1LT Dan Malphrus and the "3rd Herd"
Awards ceremonies

Presentation of awards  The company enjoying standown entertainment
SG1 Charles A. Cape - Co. Clerk

Out of shirts again?
CPT Vardell Nesmith - C.O.

1LT James S. Swearingen - X.O.

SGT Rank - NCOIC of Rear Area

1SG Lenard Barchett - 1st Sgt

You have got to be kidding.

This bunker guards killing me.

Kelly's heroes
I want to be an Airborne Ranger.

Which way to the EM Club?

What's a Lithuanian

I left the "Beast" on the PZ.
PIG Power!!
Four Missing Pages

Recon 4/31 Inf. Bn.

Expected photos of commanders and etc.
Processing and gate guards:
SP4 Steeber, SGT Zeno, SP4 Sylvie, SP4 Hoffman, SP4 Wood, SP4 Carpenter
SP4 Phillips - Gate Guard

SP4 Steeber - Gate Guard

SGT Zeno - Processing

Motor Patrol:
SP4 Clark, FFC Hanson, National Police

Convey Escort:
SP4 Osterman & Boulware

PFC Morgan - Strike Force

SP4 Carpenter - Gate Guard

SP4 Barwicke - Gate Guard